
The CALYPSO is based on one 
of our most popular designs ev-

er– the Nova– but with some 
great new improvements! 

184cm 

110cm 103cm 
52cm 

73.5cm 

CLOSED - WIDE 110cm (43½’’) DEEP 52cm (20’’) HIGH 76cm  (29 ¾) 

Fantastic central seating area. 

There’s never been anything quite like this!! 

Inspired 
door  

Design 

The radical CALYPSO design gives plenty 
of width and depth to give you greater leg 
room and ultimately comfort. Made even 
better if you add our Horn Hobby chair to 
enhance your perfect sewing position!  

Compared with many of our 
larger units the CALYPSO 
needs very little extra floor 

space when its closed 

Like our SUPERIOR  model 
the CALYPSO is made with 

greater depth to  the cabinet 
…. which is  another subtle 

way of  adding to the perfect 
seating  position 

Th
e  

CALY
PSO 

Colour Chart 

 Teak, Beech, Medium Oak, Light Oak 
12 13 MODEL 1092   Price includes flatbed insert 

Fitted with our Horn Maxi air-lifter! 
Ideal for the new extra large sewing machines–such as the New Bernina 700 & 800 series, Brother V 

series, Janome Horizon Range and Husqvarna Diamond amongst others but its not just for larger 
machines its also ideal for all normal sized domestic sewing machines too! 

(Take a look at the back page to see how the air-lift works) 

It will store both your sewing machine 
and overlocker or perhaps your smaller 

work shop sewing machine 

Fantastic  
open seating 
area design 

 -one of our most ingenious designs…. ever! 
 Centre of the needle sitting position, allows you to be directly 

in front of the needle when sewing. 
 Extra stable, open base construction; 8 easy rolling                

(3 lockable) castors, are attached to a specially designed       
reinforced frame. 

 3 step push down release maxi air-lift mechanism means a 
quick push down moves your machine from storage to flatbed 
to free-arm positions and will fit all domestic sewing machines 
on the market old or new!  

 Spacious, see through door storage bins make finding thread 
etc.. easy. 

 Door storage bins are recessed under the lid by means of a 
specially constructed angled door system this allows your  
fabric to drape down without catching or disturbing the door 
bin contents. 

 The work surface is fitted with flush mounted non snag hinges. 
 A large deep drawer with steel gliders.  
 Stores both a sewing machine and an overlocker. Or maybe a 

second smaller craft class machine 
 Entire cabinet glides closed, and locks for child safety when 

not in use. 
 Handy storage holder for your machine insert. 
 Attractive soft formed edging finish to the tops. 
 Comes fully assembled, the cabinet is beautifully finished front 

to back, inside and out. 

The CALYPSO -  still compact when Closed 

Beautifully finished soft 
formed edges 


